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Why We Need Tovertafel 
Technology in Australia

Observations of People Living With Dementia in Care

Many people in care facilities and at home, seem to 
become less responsive, less aware and less “with-it” 
– they seem to just “tune out”

What if there was something to tune in for? Would people 
interact more and remain in the here and now, if there was 
something that engaged them within the cognitive capacities 
they still have?

People often seem anxious or distressed
What must it be like? How exhausting must it be to feel like 
you are “chasing” every conversation, every action around 
you, and constantly trying to interpret your surroundings to 
make sense of your environment?

Many People seem only capable of engaging in 
activity when continuously coaxed by a Carer

With Tovertafel we can change One to One to one to 
many.

We can create an opportunity for activity to continue 
when a team member is required for a phone call, a toilet 
break, or an individual need. We haven’t experienced 
many activities where if the staff cease their active 
involvement, the activity will continue.

Person centered care, giving consideration to  
cultural background, personal history, social and 
family networks and preferences for activities is 
important – Tovertafel enables play at your own level 

With a press of the button, you transform the table 
into a playing field without changing the safe and 
familiar environment of the residents.



HOW DOES IT WORK?

The Tovertafel Original:

gets people to move

stimulates brain activity

brings residents, care workers and 
family into contact with each other

A great multi generational activity

Stimulates at three levels:

physical

cognitive

Social

Care staff frequently find out things they 
had never heard about their residents 
before playing as well as being delighted 
by observing residents interacting with 
each other and experiencing fun!



Our goal: each day, create 10 million moments of 
happiness for people with cognitive challenges.

What we hear all the time before we play–

“Mr/Mrs X doesn’t lie to join in, they just happy in their room”

“They don’t really communicate……”

“Mr X is past playing games…….  And so on ……….

What We SEE and HEAR after/during our sessions:

I’ve never heard “Mary” talk about her life

I didn’t know that they .. Lived on a farm, were a ballet dancer, were a 
builder, had 10 children, were a farmer a banker …..

I had no idea they were a musician, had a great singing voice, were a 
chef ……     Playing stimulates reminiscing in a very happy way

Behavioural surprises repeatedly observed:

I’m astounded they were clearly taking turns

Play continues without the carers playing or prompting

Many people display animation and competitive spirit considered lost

People stayed at the table for prolonged time

“Everyone was laughing, it seems to make people come alive!!”

“Everybody has

the right to play!”



TOVERTAFEL’S BEGINNINGS

Dr Hester Le Riche & Prof. Erik Scherder

2009: start of PhD research at the TU Delft 

and the VU Amsterdam

Goal: stimulate people with dementia to become 

active

Dutch design

Dutch organization

International collaboration

Complete team: from research and design to sales and service

Now brought to Australia by Leef Innovations



Winner EIT Digital 
Challenge 2018

Finalist Emerging
Entrepeneur of the Year
2018

Winner Best Scale-UP 
PwC Social Impact Lab

Winnaar New Venture 
2015

Winner Dutch Game 
Awards 2015

Winner Co-generation
Award Boer Croon

Duitsland Business 
Award

PRIZES/AWARDS



Tovertafel Original

for people living with dementia

Tovertafel UP

for people with learning 
disabilities – moderate to 
severe cognitive impaiment





Is proven to be effective 
in breaking through 

apathy

Is the result of 
scientific research

Is developed 
through co-design

Projects intuitive games 
that increase self-worth

Leaves the familiar 
environment intact

Is a pioneer on the 
market

TOVERTAFEL BENEFITS



STIMULATE | IN THREE WAYS

Our games were developed to stimulate your residents in three ways.

physically cognitivelysocially 



SCIENTIFIC STUDIES AS BASIS

Study 1:

Physical environment 

and activity

Study 2:

Social environment & 

activity

Study 3:

Play experiences for 

people with Alzheimer’s

disease
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How can we use game techniques to reactivate

people with dementia and how can we maintain 

their active behaviour?

Transforming the “kitchen table” to an interactive 

social experience  - family, friends and fun



CO-DESIGN

Design for and with the target group

Collaborate with experts and people 
involved in the Netherlands, the 
United States, and South Africa



CO-DESIGN PROCESS



CO-DESIGN: NOSTALGIA PUZZLE

Solving puzzles with residents

Brainstorm ‘puzzles’ design team

Prototype puzzle game

Game test puzzle: how do residents play?

Development

Nostalgia puzzle is ready for release!



Many experiences are lost or diminished with Dementia 
EG. COMPLETION, FANTASY, EXPLORATION:  

COMPLETION Experience of completion, finishing and closure, in relation to an earlier task or tension.

Prefrontal and parietal areas.

FANTASY Experience of make-believe involving fantastical narratives, worlds, or characters. 

Frontal and temporal areas.

Experience of EXPLORING or 

investigating a world, puzzle, or situation.

Hippocampus, prefrontal brain areas.

The damaged areas of the brain include the

hippocampus, which is an area of the brain

that helps new memories form. 

Damage to the frontal lobe of the brain eventually causes 

problems with cognitive processes, judgment, and behaviour. 

Damage to the temporal lobe affects memory. 

And damage to the parietal lobe affects language.

Tovertafel Games offer aspects of

Activity that are still able to be 

Understood…………. So they can be enjoyed.

ALSO They do not depend on cultural or language knowledge so are inviitng to all



FROM 22 PLAY EXPERIENCES for a Healthy 
Brain…   



… TO GAME FEATURES

These features are ALL vital to the enjoyment of the games – We must ensure that we don’t 
undermine these features by rushing, being over-involved or “helping” too much to engage people –
They can do it!

…responds to

minimal and slow 

movements

…uses high-

contrast 

projected

images

…always

responds and in 

a logical manner

…provides

sufficient

response time

…naturally invites 

movement or 

touch

… only gives

positive

feedback

…Draws the

players’ 

attention

…always

takes the

initiative

…maintains

players’ 

attention

…contains

recognisable

elements

…invites 

players of 

every level to

join

…Is well 

spread out 

across the

table

…Slows down 

the projections

when they are 

within reach



TRAINING & SERVICE 

Installation
We provide guidance to review installation options to 
ensure optimal position, mounting height for playing 
surface maximisation, and clearance from 
impediments. We are available to collaborate with 
installers
Four mounting brackets are provided for choice of 
playing locations

Instruction & Backup Materials
Informative gathering following installation
For all care workers involved and family members

Tovertafel Coaching & Support
We will continue to be available to answer questions, 
& to make suggestions about enhanced experiences 
We will revisit to do refresher training with Teams and 
to engage new Team members
We will advise about available upgrades or 
enhancements to games and of availability of new 
games as they are developed

Goal: Optimal use of the Tovertafel & Maximum moments 
of Happiness for Residents and Staff alike



TOVERTAFEL BUNDLE

Tovertafel Projector processor Unit

8 games: Soap Bubbles, Flowers, 
Leaves, Masterpieces, Beach Ball, 
Butterflies, Fishes and Space

4 mounting brackets

Installation advice and support

Training of your personnel

2 year warranty on equipment and 
software

Guaranteed lamp life of 4000 hours



GAMES



Beach Ball Leaves Flowers

SpaceFishes Masterpieces

Bubbles

TOVERTAFEL ORIGINAL GAMES 

Games can help players relax, but also stimulate physical activity, improve alertness, and encourage 
conversation. On top of that, the games also evoke memories and resurface stories from times past! 

Butterflies



EXTRA GAMES

Sayings Nostalgia Puzzle Spinning Tops Kites

Music Box Birdfeeder Sheet Music

Wordsmith

Hobbysets Football

Rhymes 

Rummy



TOVERTAFEL TESTIMONIALS

”We are tremendously happy with the 
Tovertafel. We see people begin to move 
who otherwise would have remained 
inactive. It brings people together and 
creates a pleasant atmosphere.”

Ellen Slagter – Care centre Rosengaerde



Effective in breaking through apathy   

Evaluation studies show improvements in 
physical activity¹, social interaction¹ and quality of 
life² in people with moderate to severe dementia. 
Care professionals we’ve spoken to confirm 
these results.

Projects intuitive games that increase self-
esteem

The pretty, moving light projections stimulate intuitive 
movements. The sense of wonder is complete when 
players learn that the games respond to even the 
smallest movements. ‘Look at what I can do!’

Leaves the familiar environment intact

The portable device hangs, out of sight, on the 
ceiling and projects onto the familiar table. With 
a press of the button, you can turn the table into 
a playing field without having to change the safe, 
familiar surroundings of the resident s. Leaves 
the familiar known environment intact.

TOVERTAFEL BENEFITS



GAME IMPACTS ON RESIDENTS

Reduce Apathy
Study: Anderiesen Le Riche et al. 2017; Kuipers 2018

Reduce restless and tense behaviour
Study: Bruil et al. 2017; Kuipers 2018; Yunsheng Su (2018) 

Reduce negative affect (emotions)
Study: Anderiesen Le Riche et al 2017; Bruil et al. 2017; Kuipers 
2018; Yunsheng Su (2018)

Improve quality of life
Study: Bruil et al. 2017; Kuipers 2018

Improve physical activity
Study: Anderiesen Le Riche et al. 2017; Kuipers 2018; Yunsheng
Su (2018)



GAME IMPACTS ON RESIDENTS

Reduce agitation
Study: Yunsheng Su (2018)

Improve positive affect (emotions)
Study: Kuipers 2018; Yunsheng Su (2018)

Awake and alert, concentration, arousal
Study: Kuipers 2018

Increase pleasure
Study: Kuipers 2018

Improve ambiance
Study: Kuipers 2018; Yunsheng Su (2018)

Increase social activity (e.g. conversations)
Study: Kuipers 2018; Yunsheng Su (2018)



GAME IMPACTS ON CAREGIVERS

Improve interaction with client
Study: Yunsheng Su (2018)

Improve rest
Study: Yunsheng Su (2018)

Facilitate responding to client 
needs/ get to know clients 
better Study: Yunsheng Su (2018)

Improve relationship with
client
Study: Yunsheng Su (2018)

Improve work pleasure
Study: Yunsheng Su (2018); Kuipers (2018)



TOVERTAFEL TESTIMONIALS

“The Tovertafel has stimulated my mother 
and me to be more active. And the great 
thing is, nothing can go wrong, it’s just a lot 
of fun. That motivates the residents to 
keep on playing.” 

Rita Tummers – carer



TOVERTAFEL TESTIMONIALS

“With the Tovertafel, elderly are activated 
and stimulated, both in body and mind. 
That helps their development, but most 
importantly, it improves their well-being 
and welfare.”

Laurent de Vries, Chairman of the Board - Viattence



TOVERTAFEL TESTIMONIALS

3500 units have been installed across Europe over 
the past 3 years

“Residents really enjoy the moment. 
The Tovertafel creates a mode of 
communication between residents who 
otherwise often don’t understand each 
other.”

Nienke Holst – Careyn

“With the Tovertafel, elderly are 
activated and stimulated, both in body 
and mind. That helps their 
development, but most importantly, it 
improves their well-being and welfare.”

Laurent de Vries, Chairman of the Board -
Viattence

“I recommend the Tovertafel to everybody. It 
keeps our residents on their toes; they are 
not just sitting at a table, but are stimulated in 
a good way.”

José van Gement – De Weegbree Nursing home

Some AUSSIE Resident’s Quotes:

“It’s Bloody Beut!!!, that’s what it is!!!” 

Previously homeless gentleman with alcohol 
induced    memory loss – not a fan of any 
engagement … until Tovertafel

Resident: So what are you making us do 
today?, 

Me: We’re just having fun. Would you like to 
sit with me?

Resident: Scoff/Snort and eye roll, well 
doesn’t look like fun to me! …….. 90 mins 
later…. This is really amazing isn’t it, those 
people are so brainy, can I be in the video to 
tell everyone how good it is?

Known for her sharp tongue and “disagreeable” 
temperament, our new friend was fully engaged 
and full of praise for the new technology!



Let’s make sure people are living the best lives they can

It is up to all of us to 
make sure that the 
people we come into 
contact with are better for 
having known us…..

There are so many 
opportunities that together we 
can help deliver a better, 
more meaningful  life and 
older years experience to 
people - no matter what their 
challenges and capacities 
are!!!



Purchasing Tovertafel

Tovertafel is available for purchase – stock is in Australia & 
distribution has begun

Demonstrations in your own facility can be booked –

See the magic for your own residents 

email:  tovertafel@leef.com.au

Multi-buy discounts are available for group orders from 
one organisation within a Calendar month

AUD $15K per unit (4 mounts 8 games)

Grants, bequests, fundraising options can be explored.

mailto:tovertafel@leef.com.au


Thank you for your attention

TOVERTAFEL enhances the 
environment for Ageing Well

For Residents

For Staff

For Families

tovertafel@leef.com.au


